
THE NEW PIECE
For over two years United Cowboys has developed so-called biotopes under the title Concept for new Development.
These artificial site-specific environments, in which dancers and musicians were embedded, questioned the conventional 
structure and duration of performance from within. The audience had the ability to observe this world from all angles
in its own pace, being guided in its apparent freedom by the performers.
The biotope usually lasted up to eight hours per occasion and has been presented in over seven countries in Europe.

IN 2019 UNITED COWBOYS RETURNS TO THE THEATRE STAGE WITH A BRAND NEW PRODUCTION.

In The New Piece United Cowboys takes along their findings about (cultural) identity, about individuality and about
generosity into a performance for and by four dancers.

Maarten van der Put and Pauline Roelants have both established their artistic signatures through their intrinsic expertise 
to channel the individual performer’s power and vulnerability. By merging four dancers with backgrounds in resp. Ballet, 
Urban, Modern Dance, Performative Physicality, United Cowboys is able to extracts the best out of this unique
composition.

In The New Piece Maarten and Pauline will be present on stage as intermediary between dancers and audience.
With live camera projections and inciting live soundscapes, they create parallel worlds, in which the exclusiveness
of the individual dancer – his/her duende - is being augmented in a world of details and senses.

With The New Piece we want to create a confirmative contradictory world in which the motionless, melancholic 
body meets the screaming world; and the expressive dancer meets a silenced nature“.
–Maarten van der Put and Pauline Roelants

For more information visit: www.unitedcowboys.net/upcoming
Link to Articles Theaterkrant
Link to Top 10 Brabantse cultuur 2018
Link to Audience Feedback - 25th Anniversary We Want More

The fundamental being of the social process is the individual, his desires and fears, his passions and his motives,
his temptations towards both the good and the bad”. –Erich Fromm

  

    Concept: Maarten van der Put and Pauline Roelants 
  Created with- and performed by: Conor Doherty, Eulàlia Bergadà Serra, Marti Güell Vallbona, Florencia Martina
  Live camera: Maarten van der Put  |  Live soundscapes: Pauline Roelants
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https://www.theaterkrant.nl/tag/united-cowboys/ 
https://www.bd.nl/brabant/top-10-dit-waren-de-culturele-hoogtepunten-van-brabant-in-2018~a036f229/ 
https://www.parktheater.nl/programma/6184/United_Cowboys/We_want_more/ 
https://www.unitedcowboys.net/upcoming

